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THE IMPACT OF SALIANCE ON

the salience effect and they show that an

INVESTORS BEHAVIOUR

investor level proxy for “salient thinking” can
explain this heterogeneity. More generally,
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our results support a recently proposed class
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of models in which salience impacts choice.
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In this paper, they provide evidence of a
causal link between salience and investor

ABSTRACT

behaviour in real world markets. They find
In this research paper one can find the

that when a brokerage company increases the

investors behaviour according to the news

salience of a stock’s capital gain, investors

analysis I.e. whether they are doing the

exhibit a significantly larger disposition

fundamental analysis or technical analysis or

effect. This change in trading behaviour is

both or just they are making their investment

economically meaningful as they observe a

decisions according to the news or trends

nearly 20% increase in the size of the

(positive or negative). Here, we have

disposition effect after the addition of the

provided the information related to different

stock’s capital gain to the investor’s trading

other research papers.

screen.

LITERATURE REVIEW
The Impact of salience on investor behavior

A Study on Impact of Company Specific

This research paper test whether the salience

News on Investor's Decision in India.

of information causally affects investor
The primary objective of this thesis is to

behaviour. Using investor level brokerage

study the impact of company specific news on

data from China, they estimate the impact of

investors’ decision in India. This study

a shock that increased the salience of a stock’s

employs the descriptive research design and

purchase price, but did not change the

ex post factor research design both. The news

investor’s information set. They employ a

can be classified as positive news, negative

difference-in-differences approach and find

news or neutral news based on the sentiments.

that the shock causally increased the

Good and bad news have positive and

disposition effect by 20%. They document

negative impact on the investors’ sentiments

substantial heterogeneity across investors in

respectively. The study had applied the
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secondary data only which had helped in

The authors tried to examine the predictability

describing the pattern of the investors’

of real time news data on investors’ buying

behaviour at the time of news broad casting.

behavior in the futures market. The study was

Moreover, the study is aimed to study the

in Indian futures market, and the data sampled

relationship between the company specific

were from 2009. The authors chose the year

news and the investors’ decisions thus it is

2009, as it was an eventful year for Indian

descriptive research design.

market as it was followed by 2008 Global
Credit Crisis. The duration of the study was

Factors Affecting Investment Sentiments

from 01st January 2009 to 31st December

This research work is a critical evaluation of

2009. For quantitative data analysis, they

the literature focusing on identifying the

considered the time frame from 10:00 am to

different classification of those factors which

3:30 pm to avoid early trading hour

affect the sentiments of investors. The study

incoherence. A total of 1,000,078 news was

will help in understanding factors driving

collected from which 52% were company

investor sentiments and will leverage in

news and the rest 48% were socio-economic

exploring different investments strategies and

and political news. The net buying pressure

suitable aids to avoid judgmental errors and

was calculated using Lee and Ready’s

irrational behaviour with respect to the

Algorithm and once the significant trade

investor’s

More

points were identified, they were aligned with

specifically, this literature review approach

the news data according to the alignment

has

window sizes.

helped

decision
to

making.

propose

a

conceptual

framework which embraces Psychological

Using News to Predict Investor Sentiment:

and emotional factors, Market factors,

Based on SVM Model

Economic factors, Herd Behaviour and
Investors awareness that are driving the

In this article, the authors tried to examine,

investor sentiments and their investment

‘how news affect investors sentiment’, as the

decisions.

previous studies neglected the role of
investors ion stock trading. Based on the

News-based supervised sentiment analysis

SVM model, they established a model which

for prediction of futures buying behavior

used news text to predict changes in investors
sentiment. They collected a total of 19908
37
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stock news and 10914 industry news from 3rd

Do news releases help investors disaggregate

December 2013 to 31st March 2017 and

earnings?

obtained stock information of the company

In this paper, the study was based on the effect

from each day of the news. Psychological

on the forecasting and recognizing of earnings

Line was used to measure the impact of news

that the news that have been let out in the

on investors. From the experiment, they found

preceding quarter has and leads to loss of

that investors’ sentiments are influenced from

information

news texts as they achieved higher accuracy

due

to

aggregation

of

transactions. It is not that all types of news

of prediction by using SVM model.

will definitely affect, but the thing that

A Method of Using News Sentiment for Stock

matters is what the news contains and its

Investment Strategy

relevancy to the matter of cause. The amount
of disaggregation in the statements that speak

This study evaluated the sentiment of

about the income have also helped the

Japanese news and attempted to apply it on

investors in understanding the process that

the investment strategies on individual stocks.

generates

They calculated the performance of the

earnings.

Though,

the

news

released has effects on particular types of

investment based on the aggregated sentiment

news given out.

scores on daily, weekly, and monthly. The
results showed, the performance of the

What Happens When Mood Disagrees with

investment strategy was high at daily

Financial News? Investors Underreact to

frequency but not at weekly or monthly

Firm News Conflicting with Mood.

frequencies. The news impacted the sentiment

This study has basically been done to assess

of investing in the stock exchange more in

the shifting away of the attention of the

daily and less in weekly. The performance of
daily investment

strategy was

investors from the financial news due to their

directly

current state of mood being that of something

proportional to its turnover rate. It was even

different. Thus, the inverse reaction of the

found that the articles on the front page had

investor gives reason to the subsistence of

more influence on the stock price than the

disagreeing mood disturbances. It was later

articles not on the front page as they were

found

more attractive.

that

when

the

post

earnings

announcement was strong, the earnings news
matter was also found to be not following a
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particular pattern with the local sports mood.

which is uncertain and he makes decision

This was said given the fact that technological

with constraint of time and uncertainty. Stock

progress helps the investors facilitate swift

market

access to a wide range of information.

macroeconomic, market and company news.

Announced

in

tune

with

all

Individual investor’s reaction is also in tune

How Investors React to New Product
Releases

fluctuates

with the above. Investors either show

Concurrently with

sluggishness

Other Corporate News.

or

responsiveness

to

any

information as they are faced with cognitive

Throughout the study of this research, it has

inefficiency and take heuristics and biases as

been widely maintained that the firms make

their last resort leading to errors and irrational

use of various press releases to give out the

decision making.

word of the launch of their products. In close

The results reveal that based on the

to 7% of all such situations, the firms

information

generally give out new products unleashes
along

with

the

general

influence,

corporate

content
the

and

investors

information

give

selective

attention span only to that information that

announcements. Although, there has been no

affects their portfolio or goal. Further, due to

path showing facilitated to the managers in a

the emotional, informational shock combined

bid to do extant research to evade the new

with cognitive informational inefficiency,

product declarations. Studying of new

investors opt for simpler methods and thus

product announcements has resulted in

prone to biased decisions. Decision of

inability to explore the financial aftereffects

investors depends on perceived information,

of concurrent declarations. This research has

which is comprehended after all screening

been attempted to weigh the effect of

processes. Though the information released

announcements on stock prices.

and external factors being common for all the

Influence of news on rational decision making

reaction, decision, behavioural bias internal

by financial market investors

and external factors being varied for each
individual, there arise differences.

Each type of news, be it market, company
specific, corporate, political or economic

We can conclude that investor’s decision

news, each of it contributes a ripple in the

making depends on degree of information

minds of the investor in prediction of future,

penetration through various filters, degree of
40
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information

content

and

more pronounced than the one from news, for

information, influence on investment goals

companies, financial institutions, households,

and strategies, specific internal factors like

and foreign organizations.

heuristics, bias, feelings, sentiments, financial
proficiency and background, which need to
use customized filters as it varies from
individual to individual and depends on
generic external factors of economic state of
boom/recession and market conditions of
investors

prevailing

at

that

given

circumstances.

The

second

conclusion

concerns

the

relationship between the sentiment of news,
Nokia return, and the market polarization
towards buying or selling for the difference
investors’ categories. Our results show that
the sentiment time series is correlated with
Nokia return. We have also shown that both
the Nokia return and the sentiment of news

How news affects the trading behaviour of

explain part of the trading polarization

different categories of investors in a financial

dynamics of some categories, according to a

market

linear model. Specifically, we observed that

By using a linear regression model to describe
the number of investors trading the Nokia
stock as a linear combination of a proxy of
news and a proxy of stock volatility, we have

all categories have a contrariness like
response to return, and that companies and
households have a positive, although small
sized, reaction to positive sentiment of news.

shown that the trading activity of all the

Impact of News Articles on Stock Prices:

investigated

An Analysis Using Machine Learning

categories

of

investors

is

significantly correlated with both the flux of
news and the daily volatility. The relative role
of

exogenous

(news)

and

endogenous

(volatility) factors is, in general, difficult to
disentangle because the two variables are
highly correlated. By assuming a linear
model, we have shown that the relative

In this article we have got the learning related
to stock market and its variability I.e. how
much it is changing and according to what
kind of news. They have considered machine
learning as a basis or tool to study and
implement the impacts of news articles.

relevance of the two variables changes across

Impact of Social Media on Biases of

the different categories of investors. The

Individual’s Decision Making

dependency from volatility turned out to be
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–
Chi-square Test
–
Two-way Anova
–
Descriptive Analytics
•
Following tools has been used for data
analysis
–
SPSS
–
Excel
Mind Master

Since we all know that social media has
become the center hub now for meeting new
people and for wasting time but every coins
has two sides therefore, it is also used in
positive way like getting information, getting
important news as well as advertisements of
companies.

DATA ANALYSIS
A study on the impact of business news on
investors’ decision.

Reliability test

The aim of study was to study impact of

The reliability test of our responses

business news on investors’ decision. The

were 0.521

whole study and analysis were classified into
Reliability Statistics

3 research questions. Firstly, the news impact
was measured by the volume behaviour

Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items

.521

10

during the event window of 5 days. The
abnormal change in volume was observed on
the day of the information introduced into the
market. The volume started to increase before
the event and sparked on the event day. And
after the event, volume goes down. So, the
conclusion is that Business news has impact
on investors’ decision.
Methodology
•

We have primary data through survey

forms for analysing our research paper.
•

Following tests has been done on the

data collected:
–

Reliability Test

–

Validity Test
41
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The significance value is 0.187 which is
more than 0.05. Hence, the groups in
As the P-value is more than 0.05, occupation

occupation is dependent on trend. from this

and

we can tell that the investors depend on trend

swapping

between

investments

is

independent by carried away of news.if the

over news as they get more profits from

investor was carried away by the news he/she

following trends.

may not take a loan or borrowed money from
others for investment.

69
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Comparing Age group and gender
Here we can see that the most of the investors
are from 15-30 according to our research
responses.
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21
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22
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Borrowing mindset of genders for making
Comparing Gender with reliability of

investment

their news sources.
Male students and working professionals are
Here we can see that the male traders are more

more likely to have a borrowing mindset as

reliable on the news source comparing to that

compared to that of females.

of females that there invest accordingly.
40
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55

43
32
15
4

21

2 1

0-10 mins;10-30
mins

Investments in penny stocks with relation
Comparing occupation with time horizon

to occupation

of making decision
Students and working professionals are more
Here we can see that the students are more

likely to invest in penny stocks if the news

quick in taking the investment decisions after

are favoring them to make profits.

receiving the news compared to other
occupational investors.
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19

No. of responses

20
15

14
9

10

13

12
8 7

13
7

5
0
News over
trends

news i.e. the big online news providers or

16

Trends over
news

websites

1

like

MoneyWatch,

money

control, etc whereas females trusts on any

2
3

news very easily i.e. they sometimes

4

believe in social media news too.

5

•

News or Trend

Most investors take decisions in between
10-30 mins after getting the news.

Derivative traders follows Trend

-

over

Investors generally do not wait or do not
research enough before in investing.

News.

Therefore, they don’t need much time for

Most of the investors who invest in

making an investment.

derivatives are following trend over news as
•

they make more profits from trends over

52.5% of the investors borrow funds for
investing while getting a news.

following news.
-

FINDINGS

More than 50% of the investors borrow
funds or takes loan from moneylenders

•

-

We have found that occupation is

which is really a bad side as this is a pure

dependent on investing by trends or news.

risky sector to invest. Therefore, there are

Nowadays, most of the investors are

chances that one can loose all his money

investing according to the latest trends or

and get burdened. As in share market

performance. If there is a positive trend

there is a 30-70 rule i.e. 30% of the

they will invest more or they will buy call

investors gain and 70% loose while

option and if the market trend is on a

making investments.

negative side the investors will divest

•

their money or purchase a put option.
•

-

People who invest more in derivatives are
relying more on trends over news.

Male investors are more reliable on their

-

Now, derivatives is considered as an

source of news.

goldmine for the investors as most of the

According to our research what we’ve

people invest in derivatives thinking they

find is that most of the male investors are

would gain a lot and the'll multiply their

relying on the more reliable source of the

investment in a very less time. Therefore,
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people investing in derivatives rely on
trends.
CONCLUSION


Before investing, investors tend to do
analysis of news, with parallel to both
technical and fundamental analysis.

-

Both technical & fundamental analysis is
required as in fundamental analysis
investors generally wants to find the true
i.e. real value of the stock it will clear the
doubt that the stock is overvalued or
undervalued. They indulge in technical
analysis because to find the statistical
trends in the volumes & stocks.



When investors are highly reliable on
their sources of news, they tend to invest
more even if they need to borrow funds
for making investment.

-

Most or the investors in this industry is
highly reliable on the source of news as to
make profits in this industry one need to
be always active and check each and
every aspects of news & trends.
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